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One of the largest costs, and greatest impediments to, recycling any good is that of logistics and
transport. Collection, sorting, storage, materials recognition, sampling, pathways, pickups,
packaging, manual handling, robotic handling, distances, secure passage, fuel costs, etc. are all
components of the heavy logistics burden any recycling system must espouse to be successful.
In a study conducted by Cutting and Gietman (2019) for the Victorian Government in Australia, the
authors concluded that the economic value of a recycled solar module was $3.41 in reclaimed
materials, which may be compared to the price of a new module being between $100 and $300.
To alleviate this problem the locations of permanent recycling centres have been researched (Choi
& Fthenakis 2014) but the mathematical model developed by those authors require a minimum of
19,000 tons of waste modules per site per annum to make them begin to be economically viable.
Furthermore, in a paper introducing an innovative mobile device for recycling silicon modules, Del
Pero et. al. (2019) noted that, while the operation of their proposed device was not economically
viable, given the glass and other materials recovered from the process, the fact that their device
was mobile was a great benefit in the overall economics of recycling solar modules. But while
mobile recycling centres can show an improvement in the economics of recycling solar modules,
the processes for recycling solar panels are still not a viable economic activity by up to two orders
of magnitude.
In some countries it may never be possible to assemble 19,000 tons of module recycling in one city
and so the above model would mean that those countries may never have a functioning solar
module recycling system.
In practice, it often falls to the installers to remove and deal with end of life (EoL) solar modules. A
practice which delivers varying results such as dumping in landfill, removing the aluminium frames
and dumping the remains in landfill, or just warehousing the modules whilst waiting for an industrywide solution, or formal directions from the Clean Energy Regulator (2021a) or Clean Energy
Council (2021), to be made clear.
Our model is to make use of the very efficient and secure methods and logistics currently in
existence in the solar and electrical industry for the transfer of solar panels from the manufacturer
to the end-use site (Clean Energy Regulator 2021b) and to use some stages of this process in
reverse.
It is a fact that the same class of solar installers who instal solar modules are the ones who remove
them from current use. We propose that these electricians would return EoL solar modules to a
limited number of solar wholesalers in a city, who would, in turn, return them to a city-wide central
logistics centre for processing.
Currently all installers must either call or visit wholesalers to get stock for their new jobs on a daily
or weekly basis. They have to make this trip, and either go back to the warehouses empty handed,
or just take their cardboard and packaging back to the wholesalers for recycling when they collect
new stock for their next jobs. We propose that they also take back end-of-life solar modules to the
wholesalers, also for recycling, at a nil or small incremental cost. Indeed, the incremental cost may
be negative relative to alternatives, if installers were to be removing the EoL modules in any case.

Furthermore, we propose that the same information and compliance systems currently in use for
installing solar modules, often mandated by the Clean Energy Regulation Offices, through the use
of barcodes, serial numbers, geotagged pictures, and mobile phone portals, be used for the
verification of collection and processing of EoL solar modules (Clean Energy Regulator 2021b).
Then the same system of accountability and information reporting as exists for the installation of
new solar systems could also apply for the removal and processing of EoL solar modules.
We envisage that this system could be formalised by the Clean Energy authorities and their
existing detailed and extensive processes could be enforced on each installer to account for each
solar module. The marginal cost to each installer for returning modules to wholesalers is very low
as they must return to wholesalers to pick up new stock regularly. Likewise, for the wholesalers,
the marginal cost of returning modules from their facilities to a central aggregation centre is
minimal as delivery trucks must come from central distribution centres to deliver new modules
anyway.
Furthermore, by participating in this scheme, the module manufacturers would ensure that their
EoL modules would return to just one place in any city and this would streamline and reduce the
costs of their warranty processes. In the Victorian context, at least, this scheme should work well
as a voluntary scheme where installers, wholesalers, and manufacturers cooperate to provide a
cost effective and efficient EoL solution.
By using the existing regulated and efficient processes in the electrical and solar industry, with its
more than 169,000 nationwide network of electricians and thousands of wholesalers and huge
fleets of trucks in Australia alone, the Australian photovoltaics industry could become an even
greater facilitator of the clean and circular economy we need (Guterres 2021).
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